I wanted to send a quick update about some resources and opportunities that have been developed that could aid your community in the coming days.

**Ignatian Examen for Life During COVID-19**
Most notably, in partnership with Susan Haarman, a colleague at Loyola University Chicago, we have published an "Ignatian Examen for Life During COVID-19." This prayerful resource is currently available in English, Spanish, Portuguese, Italian, and Lithuanian. Other languages may become available soon as well.

**COVID-19 Prayer, Reflection, and Solidarity Resource Page**
In addition to the Examen, we have published a COVID-19 resource page where you can find spiritual resources, justice issue related articles, and links to COVID-19 statements from our Ignatian partners across the country. We are also developing additional prayer, reflection, and analysis resources for those who are members of Education for Justice.

**Networking In Response to the Crisis**
We are creating spaces for various networking groups to meet virtually to discuss challenges, strategies, etc. during the crisis. We have already scheduled a virtual gathering for those who coordinate immersion experiences in colleges and universities—nearly 20 colleagues have already RSVP’d. Others will be coming soon. If there is a group you think would benefit by gathering, please let us know by completing this form.

**How Else Can ISN Support You and Your Community?**
If you have other ideas of ways that we could support you, your institution, etc., feel free to share them using this form. Our staff will review these suggestions, identify common themes, and go from there in the coming days.

In addition, if you have a faith and justice perspective you would like to share more widely by publishing a blog post for our "Voices for Justice" series, please share a brief summary of your idea here. A few examples of others who have already done so include:

- **Coronavirus: A Reminder That We Are All Connected** (A Letter from John Carroll University professor Dr. Philip Metres to his students)
• **Hope and Community in the Time of the Coronavirus** (Rachel Drotar)

Thank you for all you are doing to support your communities, particularly those who are most vulnerable. Each morning, our staff is gathering for a check-in meeting and prayer. Please know that you and your institution are in our prayers.

Peace,

Christopher G. Kerr
Executive Director